•Marketing helps the practitioners in noncommercial sectors become more successful in pursuing their goals.
•The marketing field can benefit by recognizing new issues and developing new concepts that can be brought back to and can offer insight into commercial marketing practice.
•By expanding its territory, marketing can gain more attention and respect for what it can produce.
•Marketing can become more attractive as a discipline for study to a wider audience of young people who have little interest in the commercial for-profit world.
As we advanced these arguments, some marketing scholars felt distinctly uncomfortable. They believed that the broadening movement would dilute the substance of marketing. David Luck (1969, pp. 53-55) championed the opposition, saying, "If marketing is so many things, then it is nothing." He warned that the broadening movement would damage marketing. Levy and I then issued a rejoinder (Kotler and Levy 1969b) , and the matter finally came to a head when a professor mailed a survey to marketing educators on whether they believed that the broadening movement was good or bad for marketing. The matter was settled when an overwhelming number of marketing educators said that they favored the broadening movement.
The broadening movement subsequently introduced several new areas to the study of marketing. My own publications, several of which were written with coauthors, reflect some of the areas into which marketing moved (see the Appendix). On examining the list of books, it is possible to see when certain domains entered into marketing discourse. The order seems to be as follows:
1. Social marketing, 2. Educational marketing, 3. Health marketing, 4. Celebrity marketing, 5, Cultural marketing (museums and performing arts), 6. Church marketing, and 7. Place marketing.
As marketing language and concepts began to enter into each of these domains, serious opposition emerged from the old guard. Consider the following two domains: First, museums directors and staff felt uncomfortable about introducing marketing talk in their discourse. It smelled of commercialism and might pollute the sacredness of their objects and missions. It had so little to do with beauty and art. At best, they tolerated an education department and fundraising (called development). Today, however, virtually every museum has a marketing person who is responsible for attracting visitors, selling memberships, building an image in the community, helping the development department, assisting the gift shop, and improving the restaurant, public facilities, and signage. The Art Institute of Chicago has spent the past two years developing a major study of how to incorporate stronger marketing into its organization to further its organizational goals.
Second, some church leaders have been the most vocal opponents against the "invasion" of marketing language into their field. They view marketing as a pollution of their sacred mission and goals. They prefer to overlook the precedent that the historical growth of major religions has been the result of two major forces: marketing (i.e., proselytizing) and compulsion (i.e., the Inquisition). Today, the majority of church leaders, though they prefer not to use the word "marketing" to describe a good portion of their activities, are resorting to marketing when they do not have enough members or not enough members show up for Sunday services or when not enough money is given to support the church. Religious leaders prefer to talk about being customer oriented rather than to engage in marketing.
However, marketing is well established in other nonprofit areas. For example, politicians conduct marketing research, raise money, advertise, and sell ideas. They talk about segmentation, targeting, and positioning with ease, and they have a deep understanding of and skillfully use communication and promotional tools and channels. In addition, social marketers are active and somewhat effective in selling causes, such as "Say no to drugs," "Don't litter," "Eat healthier foods and exercise," and many other causes.
All said, the invasion of marketing into the noncommercial arena has been a drama laden with setbacks, oppositions, and victories, but the general consensus is that broadening marketing has been good for marketing and good for the areas that marketing has invaded.
Appendix: Books and Articles on the Broadening of Marketing Books
Creating Social Change (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1972) . Coeditors: Gerald Zaltman and Ira Kaufman.
Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1975 , 1982 , 1986 , 1991 , 1996 , 2003 
